INTRODUCTION Vale) = 0, (2.1)
Consider a single-server queur in which the service rate-is where va{e, is the gradient of a(.) evaluated at e. The idea then a decision variable. Given that *(O is the steady-state cost of is to construct a stochastic recursion which has the root a' as running the queue at parameter level 9, one is frequently interits limit point. ested in minimizing n(0) over a suitable constraint set. Since 0() is often difficult to evaluate analytically, Monte Carlo optimizaThis approach is most clearly illustrated when d = 1. In this tion is an attractive methodology. By analogy with determiniscase, such a recursion is given by tic mathematical programming, efficient Monte Carlo gradient estimation is typically an important ingredient of simulation = (2.') based optimization algorithms. As a consequence, gradient es-.-timation has recently attracted considerable attention in the /3, simulation community. It 1-ur goal, in this paper, to describe (a > 0) where the V.'s mimic a'( ) in expectation. More precisely, one such method for estimating gradients in the Monte Carlo one is required to compute Vn's with the property that setting, namely the likelihood ratio method.
k .
In Section 2, we describe two important problems which E(V, motivate our study of efficient gradient estimation algorithms.
Section 3 is devoted to the derivation of the likelihood ratio graUnder appropriate additional hypotheses, it then follows that dient estimate for transient estimation problems in a discretethere exists finite a such that time Markov chain setting. Section 4 extends the raethodology to steady-state gradient estimation by using regenerative 9'0* am. as n -oo (. structure; in Section 5, a technique for non-regenerative sysn/ 2 (0.0-9) =i &N(0, 1) tems is explored. Section 6 describes the specialization of these techniques to the Markov chains associated with discrete-event where N(0, t) is a standard normal r.v. The key result in (2. Carlo evaluation may be necessary. where X. is the "state" of the system at the ,'th transition, and The natural estimate for a' is a = gi,&2), where ii is an P7,1 is a vector incorporating all new random variables which estimate for 0, calculated from Xi .... ,X. and h; is an estimate need to be computed in order to calculate X, 1 from X. The for e; derived from Y..... Y; 02() is a Monte Carlo estimate of mappings f are complicated functions which are rarely considl). To calculate the error in a as an estimate of a', note that ered explicitly by the simulator, but which are mathematical representations of the computational algorithm used to obtain
X,+ from X, and , .+i. We will return to this point in Section + ((,i 2 ) -a(0, 0;)).
6 when we consider generalized semi-Markov processes. In any case, any sequence {X, : n > 0) satisfying (3.1) is Markov, since The first term on the right-hand side of (2.5) is error incurred from the Monte Carlo estimation of &(ii,iZ); the second term, which is (conditionally) independent of the first, reflects the P.. .. ) P[A(X,, X. = Q(Xintrinsic error in a* due to uncertainty in the data sets. The w error in the first term can be estimated from conventional output analysis procedures. For the second, note that if a( is where Q( , ) Pf ?,n.t,
t.
The above equality follows from differentiable, then the fact that the new r.v.s which are generated at the )n 1 st transition are independent of everything previously generated.
In most discrete-event simulations, the transitiun mechanism is
time-homogeneous, so that f, f and ,i+1,;
the Marko-chain + gS 0 sample sequence (Xo,..X.) takes on the values (io ,.~. i.) n this case, the expected "cost" of running the chain X at parameter value 6 takes the form and
where E,( ) reflects the fact that the probabilistic dynamics of lX)a, PX 
X). tains the product terms
The trick is therefore to transform (3.2) into a representation where the expectation operator il independent of 0. To accom--plish this, observe that oP#,1h+ Ul9X0
We claim that the choice 9. = 0' is particularly convenient
IPSi~ka for evaluating Va(9'). In this case, L,dO') = I so that the cornputation involved in calculating the estimator V'j(6') is reduced. Assuming that P(oo) is positive recurrent with stationary probabilities wr(so), We assume here implicitly (as throughout this paper) that appropriate positivity conditions are in force so as to guarantee that no divisions by zero occur in (3.4).
Returning to (3.4), we can easily verily thath0 The crucial point in (3.5) is that the expectation operator appearing on the right-hand side is independent of 8. Vj(0') for large n.
and (3.7) and the sample path Xo ... , X. generated in 1. We turn now to the generalization of this approach to By replicating steps 1 and 2, one can easily construct anMarkov chains having a general state space; this generalizatimator (just use the sample mean) which converges to Vao)') tion is necessary in order to apply this methodology to Markov at rate O,(t 1 2 ) (use the multivariate cenra' limit thore) i chains of the type arising in discrete-event simulation. The anathe computational effort t. We have therefore obtained L rdilog of the initial distribution vector s(f) is an initial probability ent estimator which converges at the best possible Monte Carlo distribution convergence rate, namely O,(t-1 2 ).
Variants of the gradient estimator algorithm described above have been analyzed in Glynn (1986a) , Reiman and Weiss whereas the transition matrix P(P) is replaced by the transition (1986), and Rubinstein (1986). The method outlined in Section 3 was valid for cost funcWe require that p( 8 ),P(8) have densities, in the sense that tionals 9(8,Xo,...,X,) which depend on the chain X up to a deterministic finite time horizon n. In fact, the method is equally valid for functionals 9 ,Xq,...Xr depending on the chain up and Eo() is the expectation operator corresponding to the I = probability measure P(Xoedzo...,Xidx,) = ju (6,dzo) n..-0 P(a,, dzk, ). As in the discrete state space case, choos-An alternative estimator can be developed when 9(o.X 0 ,... ,Xr) ing 8o = #' makes sense in evaluating Vo(6') via Monte Carlo is an additive functional of the form simulation. In this case, we obtain Va(8') = E.oi(8'), where Z= ,(s.,,.,,., 1 ) A..=0
By conditioning in (4.1) and using relations (4.2) and (4.3), we find that The first sum in (4.6) satisfies a strong law, and therefore converges. The second quantity on the right-hand side is a product of two factors, the first of which satisfies a strong law 
Zh(', X,).
This suggests that ,) = (4.5)
a1,.(8')
Relations (4.3) and (4.5) will prove useful in our regenerative vare-a -W _ o (0')' n analysis of steady-state gradient estimation. as n -co. We conclude that we can expect the variance of Consider a family of transition kernels P({) having unique a,(8')/a, to increase linearly with n. Thus, in trying to apstationary distributions w(o), and suppose that we wish to calproximate a steady-state gradient, the approximants become culate the gradient of increasingly less stable. This conclusion, which was previously observed by Reiman and Weiss (1986) , leads one to look for
One way to do this is to assume that the sequence X Of course, a(f} may generally be regarded as the expected cost, (X. : n > 0} possesses readily identifiable regenerative structure.
under P#(), of the functional In this case, assuming that % is a regenerative initial condition with T its associated regeneration time, the ratio formula of regenerative analysis shows that 90, Xo .. = lim in -h(,X.).
Note that 
Likelihood Ratio Gradient Estimation: An Overview where w(6,x) = h(6,z) -a(e'). It remains to evaluate the above ALGORITHM B:
partial derivative in terms of a quantity amenable to Monte Carlo estimation. 1. Choose a sample size n _ 1, where f corresponds to the number of regenerative cycles to be simulated.
By applying (4.1), we find that 2. Generate a sample path X 0 . X...I (i.e. generate X over a regenerative cycle) under P('). 3. Calculate the quantities:
-(e'}}
X=)
,=o
Hence, Va(O') can be estimated by using the following algo-'-2 ap(e', X,, x,, 1 )la ,
'.0 f+ I. Choose a sample size n ? 1, where n corresponds to the 4. Replicate steps 2 and 3 n times, thereby obtaining R,,, 1 _ number of regenerative cycles to be simulated. sf_5 n, 1 _<5 < .
2. Generate a sample path X0,...,Xr-I (i.e. generate X over a 5. Calculate regenerative cycle) under P(8').
Calculate the quantities:
where R.(n) = E'. R,,/n(1 S i < 5); this estimator converges to
It is easily verified, via standard arguments, that the estima--Bpi P( X,X', 1 ) l8, T tors described in Algorithms A and B converge at rate
in the computational effort t. 
Calculate
We turn now to the case where the sequence X = {X. : n _> 0)
exhibits no obvious regenerative structure. The regenerative
results of Section 4 actually provide the key to the analysis.
where Q,(ft) = Q,./ni( : .5 ); this estimator converges Turning to (4.8), we note that the second sum can be exto aa(f')/a6, as n -oo. pressed as a steady-state expectation i.e.
A second regenerative estimator for Va(6') uses (4.3) and (4.5).
It is easily shown that 
'=o
Applying this formula to where S is the state space of X. Then, it is reasonable to assume that P() can be expanded as 0 , (Just use the identity P(')l1(9'} = 1(9) = r'(G')P(e').)
~I(T>_1 -
that expression (5.1), while derived from a regenerative arguThus, ment, is n of regenerative structure.chains), a "physical" state space which is countable (e.g. S
We now identify Q, (#', x, dy) in our current framework. Note that mighL be the set of all possible queue-length vectors for (see(3.5)) a queueing simulation).
E: a set of events to be scheduled (e.g. for each station in a closed queueing network, one needs to schedule an
"end of service" event). Substituting into (5.9) yields (5.1). Formula (5.1) is the fundatomer from station i to station ); here s' = 3 -e. -c).
mental relation for non-regenerative stochastic systems. Notice r,.: the rate at which clock e runs down to zero in state that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.1) can be cona (e.g. in a queuring network, ,, might be unity except sistently estimated via for events e which are "interrupted' in state j, in which case 0).
h (0', X,).11) F( ', , e): the probablity distribution which sched-.h . ules event e' in state s', given that the previous state whereas the 3'th term in the infinite sum appearing there can was e and the transition was triggered by c (e.g. these be estimated by using might be service time distributions in a closed queueing network).
" . h(', X,.)
In calculating gradients, we allow p(s'; .,,r) and F(; s', el , e) to den P(, XsXk, pend on the decision parameter 6; the likelihood ratio method is generally inapplicable to problems in which S, E, or r., depends A standard device for estimating the entire infinite sum is to on 0. We further require that F(6; ,.', e', 3, e) have a density for use an estimator which combines (5.11) and (5.12), namely to which the support is independent of e, so that a compromise between bias and variance effects in estimating
